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How does te Tiriti o 
Waitangi apply to Early 
Childhood Education?



Article 1 Te Tiriti o Waitangi
Definition - The chiefs of the Confederation and all the chiefs 
who have not joined that Confederation give absolutely to the 
Queen of England for ever the complete government over their 
land. 
There are two parts: firstly Governance within the 
Kindergarten; secondly self-determination for tamariki and 
whānau.



Governance



Our Kawa





Self Determination



Learning:
Sharing knowledge
Confidence 
Perception of self as capable and 
confident
Making a contribution to the group
Verbal communication skills – to 
communicate ideas and information
Links between home and kindergarten
PBE – Te Tiriti o Waitangi

Linked to whānau aspirations of gaining 
confidence to share knowledge and 
leadership





29 August 2016

Over the last year we have documented your journey on developing 
your confidence in speaking to groups, Gracie, and I have seen you 
grow from someone who was reluctant to speak up at mat times to 
someone who confidently puts forward her ideas and is very happy to 
get up and  talk in front of the group.
Today you came pull circle when it was Ainsley’s time to present her 
information about her fish at home and she was very nervous. So she 
asked you to stand up with her for support and you quickly agreed to 
do so. I like to think this is because you know how scary it can be for 
the first time and gladly offered your support.
Ainsley did not need you to say anything but she felt confident to 
stand up, with you by her side, to talk to us all.
We are all so proud of how far you have come Gracie and I know your 
whānau will be too.
As you head off to school at the beginning of next term I know this 
confidence and ability to support others will enable you to be part of 
your class and contribute to their learning and discussions as well.
Katahi na te tamaiti mohio, ko koe!
Robyn



Learning:
Self assessment 
and wanting 
documentation.
Sharing expertise
Leadership
Communication
Value as learner
Communication 
of ideas
Perseverance

Example of self 
determination.



Article 2
Definition - The Queen of England agrees to protect the chiefs, the 
subtribes and all the people of New Zealand in the unqualified 
exercise of their chieftainship over their lands, villages and all their 
treasures. But on the other hand the chiefs of the Confederation and 
all the chiefs will sell land to the Queen at a price agreed to by the 
person owning it and by the person buying it (the latter being) 
appointed by the Queen as her purchase agent. 











Article 3
Definition - For this agreed arrangement therefore 
concerning the government of the Queen, the Queen of 
England will protect all the ordinary people of New 
Zealand and will give them the same rights and duties of 
citizenship as the people of England.







Article 4 –
Definition - The Kawana says that all faiths - those of 
England, of the Wesleyans, of Rome, and also Māori custom 
and religion - shall all alike be protected by him.







Waharoa Blessing
26th January 2017 



Renaming of the Kindergarten 
Matariki 23rd June 2017





5 Guiding Principle….
Empowered Students- supporting tamariki to participate in 
a genuine way and being involved in decision-making and 
action

Learning for Sustainability – action focused approach that 
links to the physical, social, cultural and political aspects of 
our local and global environment.

Māori perspectives – ensuring that Māori knowledge and 
perspectives enrich the learning process and honour 
tangata whenua.

Respect for diversity of peoples and cultures – supporting 
a fair, peaceful and co-operative society that makes the 
most of our rich cultural traditions

Sustainable communities – to act in ways that nurture 
people now and in the future.





Empowered Students





Māori Perspectives



Learning for sustainability



Respect for Diversity



Sustainable Communities



What is citizenship?
Is fundamentally about engagement and participation

Is increasingly framed in the context of lifelong and life-wide learning
Not just knowledge and understanding, but skills development and 

behaviours picked up through experience of participation in a range of 
contexts

(Nelson & Kerr, 2006)

What is Global Citizenship?
A global citizen is someone who is aware of and understands the wider 
world - and their place it. They take an active role in their community, 
and work with others to make our planet equal, fair and sustainable.

(Oxfam)



Māori View on Citizenship
…..linked to ideas of identity, and culture, and is premised on the 
fact that Māori, in New Zealand walk in two worlds. Citizenship as 
Māori New Zealanders is the intersection between the two worlds

(Matthews, 2016)

Maori conceptions of citizenship include forms of life that flow 
from hapü and iwi, and from more generalised Maori social 
preferences and practices. Any social consensus or rationality 
arrived at, for example, 'Kaupapa Maori', 'Te Tiriti' or the 'nation-
state' should not be understood as foundational in the sense of 
representing an unquestionable aprioristic ground. (Hoskins, 2012)



Social justice

Justice in terms of the 

distribution of wealth,

opportunities, and privileges within a society. 
(Oxford Dictionary – on line)

Sustainable Communities (Enviroschools)

act in ways that nurture people and nature, now and 
in the future, to maintain the health and viability of 
our environment, society, culture and economy.



Global Citizenship in Te Whāriki (2017)

As global citizens in a rapidly changing and increasingly connected world, 
children need to be adaptive, creative and resilient. They need to ‘learn 
how to learn’ so that they can engage with new contexts, opportunities and 
challenges with optimism and resourcefulness. (introduction)

An ability to connect their learning in the ECE setting with experiences at 
home and in familiar cultural communities and a sense of themselves as 
global citizens. (Belonging strand)

They recognise children as citizens and preserve their dignity while building 
their mana and supporting them to build the mana of others. 
(Underpinning theories and perspectives)



What is critical thinking and why is this skill important for tamariki?

What does a critical thinker look like?
(The Foundation for Critical thinking, http://www.criticalthinking.org)



What types of Issues are there to work with children about?

What learning dispositions do tamariki need to enable their 
further development as global citizens?



Methods and resources to educate tamariki about being a Global Citizen



https://wellington.govt.nz/services/environment-and-
waste/rubbish-and-recycling/recycling/where-recycling-goes







Parent Feedback:

A little while ago Levi, Benny, Grandma & me we’re on the 
East by West ferry crossing the harbour and we were lucky 
enough to see a Papahu. I’m glad to hear Levi is developing 
a strong sense of how we must look after our environment. 
I have witnessed Levi picking up random pieces of rubbish 
and putting them in the bin when we’ve been out and 
about. It’s great to know he’s learning how to help protect 
our environment from a young age. Thanks

We talked about this and Curtis said he would use sticky 
tape to collect all the rubbish in the ocean, but he might 
need some help. I asked him why it was important to put all 
our rubbish in the bin and recycle and he said, so that it 
doesn’t get all the Nga Papahu and then there would be 
none left.
What a great lesson! We feel strongly in keeping our 
environment clean and do our best to compost and recycle. 
We also spent a lot of time near water in our holiday so 
now we can keep those lessons fresh in Curtis’ mind.



Enquiry cycle
when considering social
Justice issues

Issue of 
concern

Consensus for 
action

Discussion of 
Causes

Reflect on our 
values/benefits/

importance

Types of action

Reflection on 
transformation



Questions to reflect on as a team

Our own Global Citizenship 
What are the power relationships within your interactions 
(verbal and non-verbal) with colleagues, tamariki, whānau, 
management?
How can we reduce the impacts of these power relationships?
How do we create a safe environment for multiple perspectives 
from colleagues, tamariki and whānau ?
How do we ensure these multiple perspectives are included in 
our practice?



Questions for reflection.

When working with Tamariki

What current ways do we support tamariki to understand the issues of social justice?
What process and programmes do we currently have around social justice issues? 
How do we develop tamariki learning dispositions so they can use critical thinking 
and reflection?
How can we collect information about issues which are important to our tamariki, 
whanau and community? What are the reasons behind these issues?
Once we understand these issues fully how can we work with tamariki to create 
transformation?



Global Citizenship and where to next for us:

• Analyse the UN Convention on the rights of the child and how it applies to our 
daily practice

• Take our draft annual planning cycle for tamariki and give it some robust 
outcomes including those around global citizenship

• Work through a year cycle and evaluate as we go how global citizenship is 
working within our annual planning cycle 

• Find and adapt resources to enable us to work with tamariki to develop 
critical thinking dispositions

• Trial and evaluate these resources (make our own?)
• Be able to provide support for others using this acquired knowledge and 

resource.


